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Abstract Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) are human-centered intelligent
systems (HCISs) that use codified medical expertise or large data sets for medical
decision recommendations. Most analytical CDSS that exploit the opportunities of
large data sets and analytic technique remainwithin a research and development envi-
ronment and lack adoptions in clinical contexts. To understand this, we analyseCDSS
adoption as an organizational learning process. We apply a model of organizational
learning on the case of an analytical CDSS implementation which analyses medical
data to predict the probability on sepsis for prematurely born babies to support the
physicians’ decision-making on ministering antibiotics. In our discussion, we next
compare our case findings with possible organizational learning challenges for the
adoption of other (medical) HCISs and we draw consequences for projects of HCIS
adoption in organizations.

1 Introduction

Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) are systems for clinical decision making
[1]. A CDSS can contain multiple techniques to support medical decision-making,
like visualization of clinical data [2, 3], zooming, sorting and filtering to deep dive
in specific sections of relevant patient data, images and video recordings [4–6] and
analysis of data from multiple sources like the patient medical record and genomic
data for diagnosis and treatment selection [7]. Natural language processing (NLP)
can also be used to extract the meaning from natural language text notes in medical
records [8–10]. More complex forms of technology involve machine learning, i.e.
methods that can automatically detect patterns in data [11]. CDSSs like Watson for
Oncology incorporate a form of prescriptive analytics by ranking treatment alterna-
tives along predicted effectiveness for a given diagnosis with the support of mining
knowledge from 600 medical journals, hundreds of different medical data sources
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Table 1 Analytics
techniques in clinical DSS
[13]

Technique Healthcare application examples

Cluster analysis Detecting high-risk obesity groups

Machine learning Predicting disease risk; Detecting
epidemics

Neural networks Diagnosing chronic diseases; Prediction
patients’ future diseases

Pattern recognition Improving public health surveillance

and statistical evidence [12]. Mehta and Pandit summarize analytic techniques for
CDSS in Table 1 [13].

Mehta and Pandit [13] state that all the studies they found describe, develop
and test a model or algorithm to show its added value, however, do not mention
anything about implementation. Mehta and Pandit [13] suggest that a reason for
the lack of these CDSS implementations is that the current body of literature does
not provide adequate quantitative evidence that these techniques can be trusted by
medical practitioners in their clinical use.Also other reviewarticles state that different
from research contexts, medical clinical contexts have very high levels of ethical,
legal and reasoning transparency demands that are difficult to meet in practice [14].
A lack of trust in the systems recommendations is also an important reason for not
adopting CDSS by physicians [14]. Highly problematic is also medical journalists
claim that Watson for Oncology’s training resulted in a bias towards Memorial Sloan
Kettering physicians’ preferences, which is not unlikely because these physicians
were involved in the development ofWatson forOncology [15, 16]. Other technology
companies such as Google and Microsoft have developed similar CDSS [17]. These
systems remain within the R&D environment and have not been implemented in
clinical practice either [18].

Despite these adoption problems, McNut et al. [19] and Rumsfeld et al. [20] state
that analytics has great promises for the fields of oncology and cardiovascular diag-
noses and treatments, respectively, but that these promises only can become realized
when sufficiently large and reliable datasets are available. Unfortunately, this is diffi-
cult to achieve. For realizing such large data sets hospitals will have to share their data
[21–23]. Lack of systems interoperability and different data taxonomies prevent such
inter-hospital data sharing and thus further structuring and standardization of systems
and data is needed [7, 24]. NLP of informal language that describes patient’s status
and medical doctor’s thoughts are a new opportunity for CDSS. These data are avail-
able via patient medical records, but accessibility of these data for analytics is legally
and ethically complicated and classifying natural language in medical terminology
is still not very reliable [25]. Besides of all these analytical workflow challenges,
CDSSs are also difficult to use from the perspective of the medical practitioner.
Medical practitioners are especially concerned regarding the accuracy of classifica-
tions and predictions when the data sets are too small [26–30] and the algorithms
used are non-transparent or incomprehensible [31]. Intransparency of algorithms
may result in feelings of loss of reasoning control which is unacceptable for medical
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professionals during their diagnosis and treatment decision-making [14, 32, 33].
Experiences with unreliable registrations in patient files also do not contribute much
to trust in CDSS [23]. Many of the reasons for not trusting and resisting CDSS are
thus not technical or psychological (i.e. the medical professionals risk perception)
but are rooted in ethical, legal and managerial requirements being insufficiently met
[34, 35]. Finally, also the actual realization of a clinical CDSS requires new knowl-
edge, expertise and training in use and interpretation of results and new IT personnel
that can give the proper support and use conditions. Given the increasing costs of
healthcare these extra resources are difficult to fund.

In this article, we present an organizational learning approach to these HCIS
adoption challenges, motivated by the belief that the most fundamental change a
HCIS can bring to professionals is that it may change their competences of learning
and finding knowledge and solutions for problems that the average person will not
be able to handle.

Following a classic article on organizational learning [36], we describe organi-
zational learning as a cyclic process of knowledge development. This process starts
with externalizing and codifying tacit knowledge of individuals and placing this on
a human independent medium like and information system. Second, this explicit
and codified knowledge can be combined with other explicit knowledge, e.g. by the
creation of data warehouses and extensive rule-based expert systems. Third, themore
advanced combined knowledge can produce advanced recommendations to decision
makers, but the decision maker must be able to internalize the recommendation by
combining it with his or her personal experiences, values, and skills, i.e. tacit knowl-
edge, to be able to take the responsibility for the decision. Finally, professionals
often discuss problems and recommendations with colleagues for verification or
group decision-making, or they share the decision, recommendation and cases with
colleagues after the decisions to learn from each other or develop new standards and
guidelines. See Fig. 1 for the Nonaka model, which presents this learning process as
a continuous cycle.

Fig. 1 Nonaka’s SECI model. Remake after [36]
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This brings us to our research questions:

1. What challenges can happen in the externalization stage of HCIS adoption?
2. What challenges can happen in the combination stage of HCIS adoption?
3. What challenges can happen in the internalization stage of HCIS adoption?
4. What challenges can happen in the socialization stage of HCIS adoption?

The next section explains the methodology for detecting relevant adoption chal-
lenges. Section 3 presents our results and Sect. 4 discusses these results in the broader
contexts of other variants of HCIS systems. Lastly, Sect. 5 entails the conclusion and
reflects about further research.

2 Methodology

As stated in the research questions, this research wants to register the organizational
learning challenges for a concrete implementation of a CDSS. To realize this, we
use a rich case description in which key stakeholders were interviewed regarding
their view on the adoption of an HCIS. We first describe this case in the following
subsection, after which we go in details about the stakeholders and our analysis.

2.1 The BD4SB Case

TheUtrechtUniversityMedicalCentre (UMCU) initiated theAppliedDataAnalytics
inMedicine (ADAM) project in spring of 2017 tomake healthcaremore personalized
with analytics in collaboration with external partners such as Siemens, Philips, SAS
and Accenture. This is a hospital-wide project with a special team of clinicians and
data scientists. ADAM enables pilots from four departments within the UMCU,
among which the BD4SB pilot within the Neonatology Department that cares for
premature babies. Babies that are born too early are sensitive to infection. Regretfully,
treatment with invasive procedures, such as intravenous lines, blood samples and
ventilation are all potential entry points for bacteria and add to the risk of illness.
The Neonatology Department wants to know as early as possible when a patient will
become ill and what treatment is most appropriate. The current healthcare process is
as follows: (1) the physician suspects an infection (e.g., skin colour change, blood
pressure or temperature instability), (2) the physician takes a blood culture, (3) this
blood culture is examined for bacteria in the laboratory and (4), when the culture is
positive, the blood is examined byGram staining (bacteria are coloured tomake them
visible under the microscope to identify the species). This process can take up to 48 h
which can be crucial in the development of the infection and the administration of
antibiotics. Not administering antibiotics must be considered carefully since sepsis
has negative consequences for the patient; however, administering antibiotics can
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also have negative consequences such as an increased chance on other diseases as
asthma, cancer, intestinal diseases or obesity.

The BD4SB CDSS aims to support the physicians when they consider adminis-
tering antibiotics. The CDSS focuses on predicting with a minimum of false nega-
tives. False negatives are the most dangerous situations because the advice is not to
give antibiotics when it is needed. The BD4SB CDSS uses different data sources
from the database of neonatology which consists of 6,000 children born between
24 and 32 weeks. These data originate from several systems whose data must be
integrated and prepared within data management before analysis. The model devel-
opment method applied for analysis is the ‘gradient boosting’ technique of predictive
machine learning.

2.2 Data Collection and Analysis

Twenty-three-key expert stakeholders were interviewed in a semi-structured way
about challenges for the CDSS implementation. The unscripted narrative enabled
the researcher to explore the respondents’ expertise. We categorize the given state-
ment in this article as representative for adaption challenges per organizational
learning process in Sect. 3. The stakeholders and their functions are given in the
case descriptions. The respondents were visited or approached at an event.

3 Results: BD4SB Adoption Challenges

This section presents data for the four organizational learning categories of Fig. 1.

3.1 Externalization Challenges

Externalization is the transformation of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge that
can be stored on a person-independent medium. The term ‘knowledge’ is used here
in a very broad sense in the many ways that people say to know something, and
thus includes facts and figures, theories and explanations, methods and skills and
experiences [37]. We found many statements from which we can say that the CDSS
is adoption is challenging.

The data quality in healthcare in general suffers from inaccurate registrations.
The inaccurate registration is partially caused by the high registration load within
healthcare and users’ inability to see the benefits of registration. R5 (professor health
informatics) says: “I believe that a lot of professionals are not satisfied with the
registration load….” R1 (ex-chairman board of AMC) says: “There is a tension
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between how we can standardize the systems input and how can we keep the input
requirements user friendly.”

Even when the data would be available and correct, a lot of data processing
and analytics is needed which unfortunately is not always compliant with CE1

quality norms. R11 (ex-physician and data scientist UMCU) says: “Firstly, some
data producing machines within the UMCU are validated and CE approved for
research and not for healthcare which is needed for BD4SB, a new CE approval of
the data warehouse is required to realize this transition. Secondly, data source HIX
(EHR) is currently updated once a day, however, only converted to usable input for
analytics once a week.”

Physicians also hold professional expectations that make them hesitant to work
with a CDSS. R20 (ex-physician and analytical entrepreneur) says: “CDSS tech-
nology enforces strict working according to guidelines and thus may deprive physi-
cians from their sense of added value. This perhaps is the single biggest reason why
working with CDSS technology is so slowly being adopted - it makes physicians feel
less valuated.”

This hesitation is not necessarily a defensive or conservative attitude, but could
be based on sincere professional doubts regarding a positive cost–benefit relation
between knowledge externalization and contributions tomedical care. R17 (Business
engineer CDSSdeveloper) says: “It is not clear if the improvement of care is worth the
costs of data scientists, medical trial, infrastructure and maintenance of the BD4SB
project.”

One of these doubts may also be based on the infeasibility of some essential parts
of a CDSS. The most optimal design for a clinical evaluation study is a randomized
control trial (RCT), but R4 (clinical owner BD4SB) says: “The best way would be
a randomized experiment where half will be exposed to the algorithm and the other
half not. This is seriously hard, randomizing thousands of patients and the algorithm
might be only suitable for our own population, we have to look at how we can show
the clinical relevance without a randomized study.”

3.2 Combination Challenges

Combination is the process of bringing different externalized parts (like databases
and applications) together in one larger system.

R12 (clinical owner BD4SB) says: “All the data the CDSS requires can be
extracted from the hospital wide critical data layer for analytical proceedings by
means of an API call. This data layer collects patient specific data from each indi-
vidual by means of patient ID. We need this step or else we will still be looking at
retrospective data. This data layer is currently under construction, technologically
feasible, however, realization depends on commitment and budget.”

1CE stands for Conformité Européenne and is the European Union quality certification label.
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This layer would automatically collect, integrate and prepare the data from
different data sources, but there is a lack of data sharing protocols. R8 (Senior tech-
nical consultant SAS) says: “Data protocols describe among other things what data
was used, where the algorithm was developed, which version it was and how it
should be utilized. This increases the controllability and auditability. They are not
used currently. Every system generates its own data in a way that is most easy for
this system. Which is not wrong of course. Only when you want to join the data from
these systems, you might realize that you should have done it in a different manner.”

….and data are poorly shared among different applications as R12 (clinical owner
BD4SB CDSS) says: “There is no automated process that collects data for analysis
and makes it available to other solutions, all the data is still in its original source and
has to be extracted and integrated manually by somebody to enable the following
analysis.”

3.3 Internalization Challenge

Internalization is the process of humanly interpreting knowledge, insights and recom-
mendations given by a system. For making recommendations acceptable for decision
makers, they have to rely on transparent data analysis procedures.

R10 (ex-physician and sales manager SAS) says: “The analytical process often
requires transparency. For example: which algorithmwas used sixmonths ago, which
data was used and who entered or changed the data, were they entitled to do so, does
the data sources supply the required quality or how it was analysed. If a physician
stands in front of a judge, he/she must be able to exactly explain how the process was
executed.”

However, the system must be compliant with the standards for CE approval.
R12 (clinical owner BD4SB): “However, the system still misclassifies some

patients because they had other symptoms or something special, only 6 of the 500
children. This is not much, however, if all 6 babies die, this is hard to explain, of
course.” And R13 (Program manager ADAM) says: “It does not matter if the algo-
rithm says to intervene or not to intervene, the physician is always responsible and
therefore is hesitant in using these systems.” And R10 (ex-physician and senior sales
executive healthcare SAS) says: “When a complaint is made, a hospital/clinician has
to justify every step within the treatment process.”

3.4 Socialization Challenges

Socialization is the process of sharing tacit knowledge among people. This tacit
knowledge may be any insight or experience that is not fully formally defined and
not made person-independent and may have a role before externalization but also
have a role in the process of human decision-making.
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R7 (healthcare director SAS): “Hospitals have another problem. A cultural
problem, the physicians are too distant from the IT department.” Involving physi-
cians within the development stage of the analytical CDSS will be beneficial for
trust and acceptancy of an analytical CDSS. Therefore, R11 (ex-physician and data
scientist UMCU) says: “It is important to bring along a group of physicians within
this process or else you will get the ‘not invented by me syndrome’.”

Whereas the full responsibility for medical decisions lies with the physician, there
is a certain kind of moral responsibility that lies with the developer. R16 (Ethicist
and member medical ethical commission, UMCU) says: “If an algorithm makes a
mistake or if a device makes a mistake, the developer is partially responsible since
they built this into the algorithm, when there is a causal link between the mistake
and the algorithm.”

The Medical Ethical Assessment Committee (METC) has no clear legal frame-
work for a predictive algorithm within the WMO. R11 (physician and data scientist
UMCU) says: “CE approval requires the description of risks when it goes wrong for
which you need a test period. To execute this test period, you need to deliver a risk
assessment to the METC, this is a vicious circle.”

Legislation only states to execute a good risk assessment but there is no speci-
fication on requirements for predictive algorithms within such an assessment (R17,
business engineer developer CDSS). According to R19 (inspector e-health), the EU
is currently developing norms for artificial intelligence which are also applicable to
analytical CDSS. These norms could also give more foundation to the METC within
the medical trial approval since it provides a greater understanding within a legal
framework. The interpretation of the MDR is still under construction according to
R22 (global clinical director notified body): “Dekra has updated its procedures to the
new legislation on European level, the MDR. The inspection healthcare (IGJ) and
representatives of other EUmember states validated the newMDRprocedures during
joined assessments. Very often during these joined assessments the EUmember state
representatives had different interpretations of the regulations. Hence, it took 7 years
to write the new legislation, then you have ameeting with representatives of a notified
body from several countries and the healthcare inspection (IGJ) and they are still
discussing what the MDR exactly says. The new legislation leaves room for inter-
pretation probably because a 100% alignment of all EU member states is difficult to
reach.”

Including a regulatory expert in the R&D team might be beneficial to the CE
approval process preparation of the BD4SB project team. R22 (Clinical CEO notified
body, Dekra) says: “A regulatory professional within a R&D team involved from
step one can think of what Notified Body or food and drug administration (FDA)
market approval conditions are. Large companies see this and include a regulatory
professional from the concept stage.”

Thus, the socialization process is not just among only physicians and their teams,
but also with other technical, ethical and legal stakeholders, who all mutually have
to be able to understand each other.
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Fig. 2 Summary of CDSS development challenges

3.5 Case Summary and Discussion

Figure 2 summarizes the BD4SB development challenges as boxes and ovals, respec-
tively, within the analytical CDSS development project. Nearly all challenges influ-
ence the difficulty of physicians to justify their diagnostic or treatment selection
decisions and could result in less motivation from their side to engage in CDSS.

4 Discussion

In this section, we aim at finding general lessons for the development of HCIS on
basis of this case. In grounded theory development this is named the formalization of
theory [38] by generalizing over key factors. As key factors we identify the different
knowledge types that CDSS/HCIS system can handle and different environments
outside the context of hospitals.

In Sect. 1,we introducedMinger’s classification of “knowledge”: facts andfigures,
theories and explanations, methods and skills and experiences [37]. The CDSS case
discusses knowledge as facts and figures so that physicians know exactly and more
quickly the status of a patient. This type of classification knowledge is not the knowl-
edge that physicians find in their books, their methods or skills and experiences. A
CDSS that would focus on delivering knowledge as theories and explanations is
different and has a different organizational learning process organized in academic
research, text books and medical journals. Such knowledge can be stored in expert
systems andmedical guidelines, although experiences has shown that developing and
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maintaining such a system is complex and time-consuming [39, 40]. An interface
with publishers’ content for very fast search, not just on key terms but especially
on basis of diagnostics data as input could be very useful HCIS application here.
“Methods & skills” knowledge is hard to place in a CDSS, although medical guide-
line systems do give some indications of what to do when, but these systems are of
course not the professional skills themselves that are part of tacit knowledge devel-
oped through much training. Medical guideline systems, however, do need a very
extensive and active maintenance process. This is possible only if the governance
structure for such a system is well developed and well managed.

“Experiences” knowledge can be shared nowadays easily via social media and
problem-solving fora. There may not be many active platforms for physicians who
exchange experiences mainly via conferences and inter-colleague consultations,
which also enable high-level socialization. Very interestingly, patients do share
experiences, especially about rare diseases, which enable professionals to mine
insights [41].

There seems to be a fundamental difference between systems that create ormanage
rules and systems that classify. Rule-based systems bundle and combine experi-
ences, methods, theories and explanations in what if expressions. Classification
systems only process facts and figures to state in what state someone or something
is. Depending on these classifications, the rules prescribe what to do, and so they are
related, but analytical CDSS (like the BS4SB case) are only classifiers.

Whereas expert systems or rule-based systems are transparent when rules are
created and maintained by people, analytic systems apply algorithms that are often
black boxes to their users. The lack of insights in how the algorithms make their
conclusions has a much higher level of risk perception than the manual rule defining
systems.

Question remains if this would be valid for non-hospital settings. Clearly, the
professional context of a physician is different from fields like manufacturing,
services, education, construction or logistics. How different? They all may use large
data sets, explicit expert knowledge, experience-sharing platforms and methods and
skills. So, is it all really that different?Maybe less regulated by law and quality norms,
as people’s life do not depend that much on these services but highly a matter of busi-
ness or financial risk that are just part of the regular business game. Therefore, we
identify two critically different variables that determine the adoption challenges of
HCIS: (1) level of impact on life versus (2) risks of lack of transparency of reasoning.

Regarding impact of life, the dichotomy between low and high is of course a
gross simplification and many nuances on this scale are needed. Whereas in the
extreme low impact on life people do not care that computers or people are making
decisions for them, e.g. the cases of the application of administrative rules, in the
other extreme the decisions may be a matter of life, death or happiness, as in many
medical decisions, personnel recruitments or work evaluations. On this scale, in the
middle are decisions that apply human fairness principles, i.e. the decisions should
handle the interests of women, ethnicminorities or other demographic characteristics
in a fair (Table 2).
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Table 2 HCIS adoption challenge dimensions and example systems

Impact on life

Low (e.g. business
services)

High (e.g. medical)

Transparency of
reasoning

Low (e.g. data
mining)

Customer segmentation
algorithms

Analytic CDSS

High (e.g. rules
applied)

Banking rules loan
application system

Medical expert
(guidelines) system

Regarding the reasoning transparency dimension, low and high is again lacking
nuances. The application of rules may need a clear classification of cases, where
sometimes the class boundaries are less clearly to be identified. TheBD4SB case is an
example here, where it is not sure if a baby had sepsis, but when it has, the rule is clear
and antibiotics should be administered. Social programmes against poverty meet a
similar problem.Whereas in these programmesmoney is available for people lacking
financial means, one may debate if these funds should be available for university
students with unemployed middle-class parents. Algorithms that perform the classi-
fications but also the data themselves can be biasing the cut-offs for the application
or non-application of rules.

In both cases, HCIS researchers and users should be aware of fairness impacts and
algorithmic biases, which means that HCIS with social impact need the influence of
affected stakeholders in a democratic way.

5 Conclusions

This study aimed at understanding the challenges of HCIS adoptions as an organiza-
tional learning process.We foundmany challenges summarized in Fig. 2 for a clinical
DSS, and we brought this case in the contexts of fairness and biases, where the CDSS
case is on the high risks of life and low transparency of reasoning, making adoption
of CDSS not a complex case. Given the high responsibility of physicians in medical
decision making, resistance in the use of CDSS may be possibly wise abstention
[42]. The lack of trust is not just rooted in a technical or organizational difficulty, but
especially is rooted in legal and interorganizational frameworks that are not well in
place yet. A new kind of decision-making process must also be developed with new
roles for physicians, patients and CDSS developers. Although business applications
ofHCISS, like product recommenders and customer servicesmanagement, may have
less a context of life or death, companies and governments also have to treat their
customers fair and non-biased. This also implies that HCIS systems development
should not be the sole work of knowledge engineers but require the explicit and
intensive involvement of business people who can translate the norms of handling
customers fair and non-biased. HCIS systems therefore should be validated also on
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fairness and absence of bias. This may require the involvement of representatives of
the people affected by these systems.
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